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11   — 15 OC TOBER 2022
1,600+ in person and virtual delegates 
from 75 countries

109 conference lectures, symposiums 
and sessions

A$1.35 million direct economic 
expenditure

267 speakers

24 exhibitors

100% delegate satisfaction rating

ICC Sydney’s Legacy Program in action 
with a Welcome to Country, Smoking 
Ceremony and connection to next 
generation of pathology professionals 
facilitated through IAP

The power of face to face 
meetings to enable our 
younger convenors to meet 
and liaise with a more 
experienced convenors and 
potentially kickstart their own 
career growth is invaluable. 
ICC Sydney has provided the 
perfect environment for our 
delegates to learn from the 
brightest minds our region has 
to offer and we could not be 
happier with the facilities they 
have provided to make this 
event a success.
Professor Jane Dahlston OAM, 
Co-President – IAP Congress
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O V E R V I E W

The 34th Congress of the International Academy 
of Pathology (IAP 2022 World Congress) 
brought together over 1,600 in person and 
virtual delegates to ICC Sydney to discuss the 
leading scientific developments in pathology. 
Over five days, young trainees, seasoned 
professionals and world experts in all specialties 
of pathology were able to discover Sydney while 
learning and collaborating with a diverse group 
of like-minded individuals in one of the largest 
exchanges of educational advancements in the 
world. 

Facilitating knowledge exchange 
ICC Sydney hosted 267 speakers over 109 
conference lectures, symposiums and sessions 
across its Convention Centre. Twenty four 
exhibitors were hosted in The Gallery while 
educational lectures and sessions took place 
within Parkside Ballroom and various meeting 
rooms. ICC Sydney provided the perfect 
environment for industry professionals of all 
experiences and backgrounds to innovate, 
exchange ideas and form lifelong connections.

Audio Visual and ICT services

The Australasian Division of the International 
Academy of Pathology worked with  
ICC Sydney’s Audio Visual and ICT teams to 
deliver a successful virtual and in person event. 
Participants from around the globe were able to 
tune into the IAP 2022 Congress for the first two 
days of the event which were 100% virtual, IAP 
utilising the venue’s on site speaker preparation 
to reach their virtual delegation. 
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